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SIX Financial Information and Infront enter into partnership to
strengthen Nordics finance region
Stockholm, Oslo, Zurich - SIX Financial Information, a global provider of top-quality reference
data, market data and value-added services, and Infront, a leading trading and information
solution provider in the Nordics, today announced their future collaboration. The aim is to
provide a better service for their customers in Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway.
The partnership offers customers united expertise by combining Infront’s cutting-edge financial
terminal technology with the high-quality global reference and market data of SIX. Users of SIX Edge
and Starweb will be migrated to the Infront terminal powered by the extensive database of SIX. This
model also extends to current Infront customers, who will receive SIX data going forward.
Furthermore, the news agency SIX News and its staff merge with Nyhetsbyrån Direkt to create the
leading financial news agency in the Nordics, owned by the Infront group. SIX will be a redistributor of
news from Nyhetsbyrån Direkt in order to serve SIX customers with high quality real-time news for the
Swedish market.
For SIX, the partnership is part of its strategic move to run its business with a global functional
governance, and shift to a uniform worldwide offering. Its Nordics organization will now be integrated
into this new set-up, and the withdrawal of Edge technology and in-house news production allows the
Nordics organization and its staff to expand in servicing clients with global products. Furthermore, the
partnership will broaden its customer base in the Nordic market and strengthen the position of SIX as
a leading data provider in this region.
Infront gains a unique position in the Nordics with the most comprehensive base of reference and
market data, leading financial news and the best financial terminal on the market. Together with its
prevalent Nordic estimates and analytics solutions, this contributes to making Infront one of the major
Fintech players in Europe.
Infront and SIX will cooperate closely to ensure a smooth transition for end users of SIX Edge and
Starweb. In the upcoming weeks, all customers will be contacted to plan the upgrade to the new
Infront terminal.
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"I am very happy that our Nordics region will now be fully integrated into our global organization and
its offering. Our aim is to leverage our strong global position to provide the financial industry in the
Nordics with the highest quality data and related services. The combination of SIX data and Infront
technology will be of high value to our mutual customers”, states Robert Jeanbart, Division CEO SIX
Financial Information.
“Being in a highly competitive market with strong global players, we see the need to cooperate to
create one leading Nordic player of financial terminals. This is a great opportunity to strengthen our
efforts in the Nordic countries and build more local knowledge and expertise. Our superior technology
in the Infront terminal, together with better content and additional exchanges, strengthen our position
as the number one choice for Nordic finance professionals”, concludes Kristian Nesbak, CEO of
Infront.
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SIX Financial Information
SIX Financial Information is a leading global provider of data and value-added services for the wealth and asset
management industry. Aggregated directly and in real-time from 1500 worldwide sources - covering all the major
trading venues - SIX’s database includes reference and market data, corporate actions, regulatory data and
pricing information for over 16 million instruments. With offices in 23 countries, SIX combines the advantages of
local expertise with global reach to offer financial specialists comprehensive data services for Asset Servicing and
Back Office, Middle Office, Investment Advisory, Portfolio and Fund Management.
www.six-financial-information.com
SIX operates the infrastructure underpinning the Swiss financial sector and offers a comprehensive range of
services around the world in the fields of securities trading and settlement, financial information and payment
transactions. The company is owned by its users (approximately 140 banks of various orientation and size). Its
workforce of over 4,000 employees and presence in 25 countries throughout the world generated operating
income of CHF 1.8 billion and a Group net profit of CHF 713.7 million in 2015.
www.six-group.com
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About Infront
Infront is an advanced market information and trading platform for professional investors. It provides a unique
combination of real-time global market data, news, analytics and powerful trading tools. Infront’s terminal, mobile
apps and versatile electronic trading solutions connects thousands of professional users across Europe to their
local and international markets – helping financial institutions to reduce costs and work more effectively. Infront
owns Nyhetsbyrån Direkt, TDN Finans and Infinancials. More information at www.goinfront.com.
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